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moviemoon is the best online platform for
downloadinghollywoodandbollywood

movies. we provide directg-
drivedownload link for fast and secure

downloading. click on the download
button below and follow the steps to start
download. bachna ae haseeno 2008 free
movie download full hd 720p why do girls

always fall for the wrong guy their
mothers warn them about him. their

friends shake their heads disapprovingly.
their minds tell them to escape while the
going is good. but no. oh no. their hearts

are another story. you see, they are
sending all the wrong signals. his name
alone is enough to scramble their brains

and set their hearts racing. meet raj
(ranbir kapoor). raj sharma : [in hindi]

love. affection. fondness. passion.
whenever it happens with someone, it
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changes one's life, the heart starts
beating faster and makes you sigh. it

gives you sleepless nights, one tends to
daydream, it teaches you what it means
to love someone. it teaches you how to

take those seven steps, which lead to the
journey of seven lives. if you're lucky, you
find your love, in just one shot. my case is

different. i am a killer. i found this love
three times. bachna ae haseeno hindi

movie download mp4. no more searching
for the latest free movies when you're in
the mood for a good comedy. 'bachna ae

haseeno' is one such comedy that will
make you laugh out loud. this comedy is
directed by rajkumar hirani and features
the most charismatic actor of bollywood,

ranbir kapoor. he plays the role of a
simpleton named raghu on a mission to
convince his girlfriend pooja (deepika

padukone) to marry him and settle down.
but this mission is made difficult when he

comes across pooja's cousin, sachin
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(bipasha basu) who is a domineering and
possessive woman. she wants pooja to
get married to her husband, a wealthy

businessman. the rest of the story
revolves around the romance that

develops between raghu and sachin. the
story of 'bachna ae haseeno' is simple but
is told with such finesse that it leaves you

smiling and happy. the film is a
commercial success and the film is
perfect for those who like to watch

simple, clean, and humorous movies. the
dialogue in the film is very crisp and the

acting of the main characters is very
good. the film is loaded with some

memorable dialogues like; "you know
what? i like you. i don't know why. you
just take my breath away and leave me
breathless", "sachin aapke rajneeti kaise
kabhi hai, kabhi bhi hai kabhi kabhi hai",
"kya karega hum se karo ji iska tha", and

many more. the film also has the
romance, emotions, and comedy that
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every comedy lover craves for. the film is
also a hit at the box office and has been
declared as the highest grossing film of

the year 2008. the film has already
received a lot of positive reviews from the

audience and critics. also, the film has
earned a lot of laurels at various

international film festivals. the film has
won several awards and been nominated

for various awards at various
international film festivals. the film also

won the national film award for best
direction and best actor and best

supporting actress awards. the film is
presented by lifex media works and was
released in the year 2008. 5ec8ef588b
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